
Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation 
Division of Water Supply Protection, Office of Watershed Management 

Forest Management Project Summary 
 

Project Title:  
DWSP Harvest Permit Number: 1062 
DWSP Proposal ID: HA-22-05 
DCR Forest Cutting Plan File Number: 309-34012-23 

 
Site Information 

Watershed: Quabbin Town(s): Ware 
Acres:  25.1 Nearest Road: Greenwich Plains Rd. 
Natural Heritage Atlas overlap?: No Public Drinking Water Supply Watershed?: Yes 
Forest Types: Red pine plantation and white pine with 
hardwoods. 

ACEC?: No 

Soils: Well drained thick Canton fine sandy loam.  
Wetland Resources: 2 vernal pools, small stream, and several abutting wetlands. 
Vernal Pools: 2 on northern end of lot. 

 
Harvest Information 

Harvest Start Date: 2/8/2023 Harvest End Date: 1/24/24 
Number of Wetland Crossings: 1 Number of Stream Crossings:  1 (infrequently used) 

 
Best Management Practices Applied 

Stream Crossings  
Existing stone culvert in cart road, portable bridge used to protect structure. Will be 
seeded in spring along with all main skid trails. 

Filter Strips    Variable width filter strips used. 

Wetland Crossings 
The crossing is about 12’ wide but occasionally floods so about 50’ was poled with 2 
iron culverts in existing stream channel. These are now removed, and area will be 
seeded in spring. 

Harvesting in Wetlands There is no harvesting in wetlands. 
 

DWSP Forester supervising this harvest 
Name: Steven Wood 
Forester License #: 257 
Phone #: 413 213-7944 
Email: steven.wood@mass.gov 

 

  



NARRATIVE 

General Description/Forest Composition/History: 
The stone walls on this lot attest to its history of being cleared for agriculture, mostly for pasture. When 
the farmland was abandoned, probably in the late 19th or early 20th century, it reverted to forest. The red 
pine was planted in the early ‘40’s possibly from seedlings raised in nurseries run by the MDC. These 
seedlings were planted on areas of old fields/pastures that hadn’t fully reverted to forest yet. 

The primary tree species present are white pine and mixed oaks (predominately red oak).  Other 
hardwoods include black and paper birch, red maple, aspen, ash, and hickories.  Hemlock occurs in small 
groups, mainly as suppressed under-story or mid-story trees. 

Site Selection: 
The primary goal of the watershed forest management program is to create and maintain a forest that 
provides high quality drinking water to current users and future generations.  To achieve this, DWSP has 
determined that the forest should contain a diversity of species in various stages of development 
(seedlings through large legacy trees).  In addition, the forest should be vigorous; actively growing and 
regenerating.  A forest in this condition is resilient to and can quickly recover from small- and large-scale 
disturbances such as diseases, insect infestations, ice storms and hurricanes. The red pine plantations that 
were present in several locations here have been declining for over a decade, mainly due to infestation by 
the non-native red pine scale. Additionally red pine is not a native species of this area.  

Adjoining areas of white pine and mixed hardwoods were also treated to encourage more diverse 
regeneration to become established on these areas which are only accessible through the red pine stands 
due to property boundaries and wetlands. A small abutting stand of pitch pine (locally uncommon) with 
white pine and hardwoods was also treated to release some of the pitch pine and hopefully encourage it to 
regenerate. Interestingly there was an abundance of suppressed hickory regeneration and saplings here 
which is also locally uncommon. The added light to forest floor should allow these to thrive or sprout 
vigorously if ended up being cut or damaged in the harvest. 

 

Silvicultural Objectives: 
A goal of this harvest is to build on the success of the work started in 1990 by continuing the process of 
establishing new tree seedlings and providing space for existing regeneration to expand and grow.  The 
diversity of native species present is being maintained.  This combination of structural and species 
diversity builds resistance and resilience into the forest, and the resulting young forest will sequester 
carbon rapidly while maturing into the next stand. As this natural succession progresses habitat for many 
species will also be created from early successional to late seral stages. With proper management this 
process can be repeated indefinitely, all the while supplying clean water and air, habitat, carbon 
sequestration and storage, and the wonderful wood products that society needs, along with many other 
benefits. 

Guided by the principles stated above, the primary purpose of this harvest is the establishment of a new 
age class by harvesting part of the overstory in small groups, up to 2 acres in size, to foster regeneration.  
Groups were placed according to our guidelines.  Areas where there were clusters of trees that were 
declining or had weak stem form, often due to insects, diseases, or storm damage, were specifically 



targeted to be cut.  Where there were patches of regeneration created from the previous cuts these were 
often expanded upon by harvesting some of the adjacent over-story or creating a new abutting opening. 

Wherever possible wildlife habitat features were maintained and protected, such as snags (dead trees) and 
trees with large cavities or nests.  Exceptional individuals of all species present were retained in the stand 
for seed and to enhance diversity. 

Cultural Resources: 
Stone walls are numerous throughout this area.  There are many breaks and barways in these walls and 
they can be used to protect the stone walls during the upcoming harvest.  This is in keeping with DWSP’s 
standard practice, which dictates that every effort is made to keep existing cultural resources intact.  
Otherwise, this area has been determined not to be culturally or archeologically sensitive based on a 
review by the DCR Archaeologist. 

. 

 

Rare or Endangered Species: 
The lot contains no other critical habitats or known rare or endangered species.  The uplands are home to 
a variety of wildlife including deer, turkey, coyote, bobcat, and moose. 
  



FIGURES 
Figure 1. Forest Cutting Plan  

 

 



Figure 1a: Forest Cutting Plan (continued). 

 

 
 
 



Figure 1b: Forest Cutting Plan (continued).  
 

 
 
 
 



Figure 1c: Forest Cutting Plan (continued). 
 

 
 
 



 
Figure 1d: Forest Cutting Plan (continued).  
 
 

 



 
 
 
Figure 1e: Forest Cutting Plan (continued). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


